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My Mission Today
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• Background, and [recent] history of criminal debt 
collection

• Impact of debt on CLS’s clients (esp. Clean Slate)

• Supervision fees, and other issues

• Policy implications, at local and state levels



Types of Criminal Debt in PA/Philadelphia
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• Fines – punishment

• Costs – “incident to judgment” and not punishment

– Biggest chunk of money most people owe

– Includes supervision fees

• Restitution – compensation to a victim

• Collection fees, if sent to collection (25%)

• Bail forfeiture judgments



What Do “Fines and Costs” Look Like?
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Background – Philadelphia Collections 
Starting in 2010

• Causes

– Pressure from the Inquirer

– Budget pressures

• 2010 – collections efforts begin
– 320,000 people (28% of the City’s adult population!)

– $1.5 BILLION sought ($1B for bail forfeitures)

– Going back to the 1970s; regularly seeking $ five figures (esp. 
because of bail forfeitures)

– FJD study: 70% were unemployed!

– People freaked out
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Problems with bail collections

• Mostly very old – 1980s and 1990s

• No proof debt was owed – lost files

• No review for whether the person was entitled to a 
reduction for returning to court within 180 days

• Many people missed court b/c incarceration, but jail 
records only went back to 1991

• People couldn’t prove, or even remember, why they 
missed court decades ago

• Ineffective collections: $5.5M collected (2%)
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Bail Write-Off

• Administrative Order 01-2014 – wrote off bail 
judgments before 3/3/2010

• Issued on 9/30/2014

• This order affected only bail judgments before 
3/3/2010; does not affect bail after that date or 
other debts.
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Why Do Criminal Debts Continue to Matter 
to Philadelphians?

• Access to/inability to complete diversion programs

• Prevent record-clearing (sealing of convictions, pardons)

• Probation/parole violations

• Debt matters to people; drag on their incomes (both 
people on benefits and people who would work)

• Exacerbating poverty to little purpose
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Impact on Clean Slate

• Clean Slate: starting 6/28/2019, automated 
sealing of 30 million cases. BUT that number 
should be much higher, if not for F&C owed.

• Philadelphia has only the 6th most cases to be 
auto-sealed each month. Primary reasons: fines 
and costs owed; missing grades.

• PDAO: 3 of 4 convictions are ineligible for sealing 
because of F&C (hard to disaggregate from the 
missing grades).
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Issues with Supervision Fees

• Biggest category of debt ($25/month).

• Can be waived during sentencing and after.

• Accounting often has put SFs on the wrong case!

• Law specifically provides for hardship waivers by 
county courts.
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Hardship Waiver Law
37 Pa. Code Sect. 68.21
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Other Issues

• Ability to pay/payment deferrals.

• Collections agency – barrier to collections (25% 
collection fees; difficult to deal with).

• Myth that records are inevitably correct.
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Policy Implications - Locally

• Mass waiver of supervision fees for the indigent 
(defined in recent PDAO policy).

• Eliminate collections agency.
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Policy Implications - State

• Fine-tune Clean Slate/sealing to limit 
disqualifications to restitution owed.

• Education of General Assembly about impact of 
collections fees.

• Broad write-off/”amnesty” of old debts.
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ACLU of PA Research into Collection of Fines 
and Costs

ACLU of PA Debtors’ Prisons Project

Focus on 

• collections practices that punish people for being poor

• collections practices that increase, rather than decreasing, court debt 
balances (collections surcharges, warrants)

• collections practices that expend court and administrative resources 
without return



2 Studies

• Imposition and Collection of Fines in Pennsylvania Criminal Cases: 
Preliminary Results from an Analysis of 10 Years of Court Data
• Colin Sharpe, Andrew Christy, and Jeffrey T. Ward, Ph.D

• Imposition and Collection of Court Costs in Pennsylvania Criminal 
Cases: Preliminary Results from an Analysis of 10 Years of Court 
Data
• Colin Sharpe, Jon Dilks, and Andrew Christy



Why?

• There has not been an empirical study of the fines, costs, and restitution 
imposed by Pennsylvania courts in criminal cases. Among the seemingly 
basic questions that have remained unstudied and unanswered in 
Pennsylvania are the amounts imposed in cases, how long it takes 
defendants to pay that money, and how long court debt remains 
uncollected. 

• In other words, what are we getting, monetarily, from imposing these fines 
and costs?



How: AOPC data for Misdemeanor and Felony 
cases from CCP and Philly MC 10 year span

• Disposition year, Docket number, Case Caption

• Representation Type for Defendant (public defender, private, other)

• Race, Gender

• Amount of outstanding fines (if any)

• Amount of fines assessed (if any)

• Amount of outstanding costs (if any)

• Amount of costs assessed (if any)

• Amount of outstanding restitution (if any)

• Amount of restitution assessed (if any)



Why “Preliminary”?

• Mostly, subtractions from data set for things that seemed not reliable

• The dataset included a total of 2,339,847 cases. 

• We excluded cases that lacked vital information, cases with nonsensical 
information (like “legal aid” for counsel, 66,197 cases that had docket 
numbers from before 2008, on the theory that whatever circumstances may 
have caused those cases to linger means that they are not representative, 
and another 1,779 cases in which the current fine owed is larger than the 
fine originally assessed—something that should not be possible. 

• For costs, also excluded Philly cases before 2013, because of bail write-off.



Fines Analysis

• 1,719,368 cases representing $418,314,533 in total assessed fines. 

• Cases, not individuals: one person may have multiple criminal cases. 

• PD or other court appointed counsel provided representation in 1,133,440 
cases

• Private counsel provided representation in 585,928 cases

• Looked at median – middle value in the list, rather than the average. 
Although 99% of the assessed fines in our dataset are less than $2,500, there 
are a small number of extremely large fines (including 54 cases with fines 
greater than $100,000) that skewed average (would have showed smaller 
percentage paid). 



Fines: Results from 2008 – 2018 

• Courts imposed fines in only 34% of the cases that we analyzed: 30% of PD cases and 42% 
of private counsel cases

• In cases where fines were imposed, the median amount assessed is $300 for PD cases 
versus $500 for private counsel cases. 

• Courts often decline to impose fines, particularly against PD clients, and when they do, 
they may base their decision at least in part on defendants’ financial means.  

• Defendants in PD cases are paying significantly less than defendants with private counsel. 

• PD clients: median paid is $150 and the median owed is $150

• Private clients: median paid is $500 and the median owed is $0

After ten years, able to collect only half from PD clients



Fines: Results from 2013 (5 years from 
sentencing)

• In 2013 courts of common pleas imposed approximately $56 million in fines, and 
they have collected only 38% of those fines.  Our data analyzed 34,902 PD cases 
and 24,684 cases with private counsel in which fines were imposed that year:

• Median Amounts PD Cases Private Cases

• Median assessed $300 $510

• Median paid $150 $510

• Median outstanding$150 $0

• PD clients paid in full  in only 27% of the cases.  Private clients paid in full in 58% 
of cases even though fines assessed are higher. 



The take-away

The data suggests that PD clients could have their fines 
significantly reduced without any impact on revenue. A 
reduction of 50% on the fines imposed against PD 
clients would in theory have no impact on the amount 
actually collected by courts. 



Costs Analysis

• 1,429,270 cases, representing $1,889,517,917 in total assessed costs

• Cases, not individuals: one person may have multiple criminal cases. 

• PD or other court appointed counsel provided representation in 906,952 
cases, and private counsel provided representation in 522,318

• Cases with private counsel are over-represented: 63% of cases were 
represented by the public defender, even though the reality was likely closer 
to 80%. Otherwise would have significantly overestimated the amount of 
money that public defender clients had paid because of the bail write-off



Costs Analysis

• Another important detail: data also captures debt that is forgiven. 

• Some judges will waive court costs after sentencing if the defendant 
has been unable to afford to pay them off. 

• In a future analysis, with additional CPCMS data, we will be able to 
account for this. We expect that those results will show that public 
defender clients are paying even less than our current analysis 
suggests. 



Costs: Results from 2008 – 2018 

• The courts in our survey assessed costs in 89% of cases with public defender (“PD”) 
representation, compared to 93% of cases with private counsel. 

• In cases where costs were assessed, the median amount assessed is $1,072 for PD cases versus 
$1,306 for private counsel cases. These figures suggest that some judges are considering 
defendants’ ability to pay at sentencing and are either reducing or eliminating court costs for 
poorer defendants. 

• Defendants in PD cases are paying significantly less than defendants with private counsel. 

• PD clients: median paid is $441 and the median owed is $631

• Private clients: median paid is $1,306 and the median owed is $0

After ten years, able to collect less than half from PD clients



Costs: Results from 2008-2013

24% of PD cases are paid in full, as are 54% of cases with private counsel. Because almost all defendants who receive 
smaller amounts of court costs pay them in full.

Costs imposed $0-99.99 $100-199.99 $200-299.99 $300-399.99 $400-499.99

PD cases paid 100%: 83.51% 73.00% 70.51% 53.62% 50.56%

Private cases paid 100%:       90.41% 83.65% 80.83% 73.37% 68.20%

Costs imposed $500-599.99      $600-699.99 $700-799.99     $800-899.99 $900-999.99     $1000-1099.99

PD cases paid 100% 32.77% 33.30% 36.53% 33.74% 37.07% 37.90%

Private paid 100% 60.24% 60.09% 62.87% 59.43% 64.35% 65.74%

Defendants of all types are far more likely to pay off their court costs if the amounts are tailored to their financial ability to 
pay.



Costs: Results from 2013 (5 years from 
sentencing)

In 2013 courts of common pleas imposed $250,680,544 in court costs, and 
they have collected only 49% of those costs.  Our data analyzed 98,713 PD 
cases and 54,647 cases with private counsel in which fines were imposed that 
year:

Median Amounts PD Cases Private Cases

Median assessed $1,013$1,273

Median paid $418 $1,273

Median outstanding $595 $0



The take-away

The data suggests that PD clients could have their costs 
significantly reduced without any impact on revenue. A 
reduction of 50% on the costs imposed against PD 
clients would in theory have no impact on the amount 
actually collected by courts. 



A Word on the Non-Monetary Goals of 
Imposing Fines and Costs

None of the objectives of fines, costs, or restitution are furthered when the 
court punishes a defendant for failing to pay money that he just does not 
have. As the Superior Court has observed in the context of conditions of 
probation, “conditioning probation on the satisfaction of requirements which 
are beyond the probationer’s control undermines the probationer’s sense of 
responsibility.” Commonwealth v. Melnyk, 548 A.2d 266, 271 n.4 (Pa. Super. Ct. 
1988) (quoting Commonwealth v. Fuqua, 407 A.2d 24, 26 (Pa. Super. Ct. 
1979)).
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Overview
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Ferguson 



Ferguson 

23% of the City’s revenue came from fines and fees

Fine for…
Jaywalking- $302
Disturbing the peace- $427
Allowing high grass or weeds to grow on your lawn- $531 

Aggressive Enforcement -
21,000 residents – 23,000 warrants



Mass Incarceration



Mass Incarceration: PA 



Mass Incarceration: PA 



Racial Disparities 
• Black men are more likely than white men to be arrested.

• They are more likely to be convicted.
• They are more likely to face stiffer sentences.

• Nationwide, Black drivers are 31% more likely to be pulled over than 
white drivers.
• They are 2X as likely to be searched.
• In Missouri, black drivers are 91% more likely to be stopped; 6.37% of Blacks 

stopped were arrested; 6.26% of Latinx stopped were arrested; 4.25% of 
Whites stoppd were arrested. 

• In Philadelphia, in 2017, 20% of stops were made without reasonable 
suspicion.
• Officers also did not have reasonable suspicion in 40 percent of frisks.
• < 1% of frisks lead to the recovery of a firearm
• African-Americans account for 69 percent of stops from January to June in a 

city in which they are 48 percent of the population.

Racial Disparities



Poverty In PA 

• Overall: 12.5% - Ranked 23rd

• Percentage of people who had incomes below the federal 
poverty line  - $24,860 for a family of four in 2017

• 16.7% of Children 

• Poverty Rate: Race & Ethnicity
• 24.8%  of Blacks
• 28.7% of Latinx
• 13.3% of Asians
• 24.6% of Native Americans
• 10% of Whites



The Cost of Living in Philadelphia

• Minimum Wage: $7.25/hour - $290/week -
$1,218/month 

• Average cost of a two-bedroom apartment  
$1,621/month

• USDA Thrifty Food Budget  
• Adult male: $43.20/week; $181.44/month
• Adult female: $38.50/month; $161.70

• Tank of Gas: $30



Consequences of Nonpayment 

• Additional fines and fees 
• Prolonged justice involvement
• Civil judgements
• Driver’s license suspension
• Incarceration



Racial Disparities 

Debt Cycle



Impact on Public Safety

• The average city earns 1.4% of it’s 
revenue from fines and fees

• For every 1% increase in revenue 
from fines and fees, there is an 
associated 6.1% decrease in the 
violent crime clearance rate.



Public Safety Impact of Fines and Fees

• Alabama survey found that 
38% of respondents 
admitted to committing at 
least one crime to pay off 
their court debt

• Resources spent on 
arresting, prosecuting and 
adjudicating people for 
driving on a suspended 
license.



Fines and Fees 
Reforms
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Efforts by Cities and Counties to Reduce 
Reliance on Fines and Fees

• San Francisco 

• New York City

• Chicago

• PFM Counties- Dallas, Nashville-
Davidson, Ramsey

• NLC Cities- Durham, Lansing, St. 
Paul, Aurora, Baton Rouge, 
Nashville



Abolition of Fees

• All criminal justice fees- San 
Francisco and Alameda County 

• Juvenile fees- California, Orleans 
Parish, and Nevada

• Phone call fees- New York City, 
San Francisco



Reform 

SB 1913 – Fines and Fees Reform – enacted June 
2017

• Fines set based on ability to pay

• Amount of fines imposed decreased

• Collections increased



License Suspension Reform

• End driver’s license suspensions 
for FTP

• End driver’s license suspensions 
for FTA

• End driver’s license suspensions 
for other reasons not related to 
dangerous driving

• Reinstatement Programs

• Prosecutorial Reforms



Bench Cards

• Guiding principles 
• Legal requirements
• Guidance on assessing ability to 

pay
• Catalog fines and fees, and 

permissible relief



Other Opportunities for Local Reform

• Waive uncollectible fines and 
fees

• Eliminate supervision fees

• Eliminate fees associated with 
incarceration

• Graduated Sanctions/Day Fines



ABA Ten Guidelines on Court Fines and Fees



Fines and Fees Reform is Not Partisan 



Clearinghouse

Link: 
https://finesandfeesjusticecenter.org/clearinghouse/




